CUSTOM WEBSITE SECURITY

What is Sucuri
Website Protection?
The Sucuri Firewall is a cloud-based WAF that stops website
hacks and attacks. Providing constant research improves our
detection and mitigation of evolving threats. You can even
add your own custom rules.

Virtual Patching & Hardening

Application Proﬁling

With the ﬁrewall surrounding your
website, patches and server rules are
constantly updated by our researchers.

We analyze all types of traﬃc and block
requests that don’t ﬁt your website
application’s proﬁle.

Sucuri oﬀers
protection against
zero day exploits,
complex hack attempts,
brute force, and DDoS.
DDoS Mitigation
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The Sucuri Firewall detects and blocks
all types of DDoS to guarantee uptime
and website performance in the event
of a large attack.
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Brute Force Protection
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Machine Learning

Signature Detection

Attack data is correlated to understand
and anticipate malicious behavior and
protect sites from emerging threats.

If we detect malicious patterns, we
block it. All incoming traﬃc is sanitized
before it ever reaches your website.

Stop unauthorized login attempts on
your critical website access points.
The Sucuri Firewall protects against a
variety of complex attack sequences.

Easy Setup & Customization
No complicated conﬁguration or
installation. Simply switch your DNS
A-record. Our dedicated analysts can
help with any custom requirements.

Bot Blocking

Whitelisting

When our system detects a malicious
bot or hacker tool trying to attack your
site it is blocked automatically.

Manage and whitelist approved IP
addresses to ensure that your team can
access website administrative panels.

Sucuri Inc. is a globally recognized website security ﬁrm specializing in providing website owners comprehensive
security solutions. Sucuri is a trusted leader in the website security space, known for their continued contribution
to the information security domain through extensive research and thought leadership.

Contact Info
sales@sucuri.net
1-888-873-0817

